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Would you Like to Share this 
Bundle with a Friend?

If you have a friend 
or colleague that you 
feel would benefi t 
from receiving this 
information. 

Complete this form  
and drop it off  at the  
eLaunchers booth.

We’ll contact them and let them know how 
they too can receive a FREE Lifecycle 

Marketing & Business Kamasutra Bundle.

Name:         

E-mail:         

Mobile Phone:        

Do they have InfusionSoft?      Yes      Not Yet

Do you have Funnel Blueprint?     Yes    Not Yet

Do you have Follow Up Machine?    Yes    Not Yet

Do you have Click Funnels?     Yes    Not Yet

www.businesskamasutra.com
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IF YOU LAID ALL THE BUSINESS BOOKS PUBLISHED THIS YEAR 
END TO END, you could probably walk to Mars and back - and 
be mind-numbed by the sameness and redundancy of so many 
of them. I write business books myself, so I am sensitive to the 
diffi  cult challenge of breaking new ground. Of having a legitimate 
reason for existence, other than being a published author. It’s not 
an easy hurdle to overcome. Most don’t. Most can be ignored. 
Parthiv Shah’s little book, Business Kamasutra, should not be.

“BUSINESS IS SEX” is a diff erent, provocative idea. When he ran 
it by me, I encouraged Parthiv to, pardon the pun, fl esh it out, 
and he has done so brilliantly and concisely. I have often said 
that marketing done well may be the most fun you can have with 
your clothes on. I co-authored one book on selling with a former, 
famous ‘madam.’

Most of my strategies focus on attraction in place of pursuit, and 
consent in place of rape. I was practicing and preaching this long, 
long before phrases like “permission marketing” were popularized 
by others in corporate America. This little book puts structure 
and system and technology for implementation underneath these 
ideas.

THE CHIEF PROBLEM with which most business operators - 
small and large - wrestle is not understanding what needs to 
be done. Smart owners, professionals and executives get past 

that. But when they understand the dance they need to 
do with the prospective customer, client, 
patient or donor, the seduction they need to 
succeed at, they are ahead of competitors 
only in understanding. And having only 
better understanding is akin to knowing 
365 diff erent sexual positions but staying 
home alone every night. IMPLEMENTATION 
separates those who score from those 
who don’t. It’s never just what you know, 
it’s what you do, get done, can get done 
by others and by automation, and can 
get done right consistently. Parthiv is an 
implementor. He has, bluntly, a clever thief 
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inside him, that I am not always comfortable with, but then, the 
“swipe and deploy”, the aggregation of best strategies is what is 
often incorrectly characterized as “innovation.” Innovation is far 
too highly prized, when it is implementation that matters most. 
Schultz didn’t invent the coff ee shop, and freely admits taking 
“inspiration” from European bistros. Jobs did not invent the 
computer - he mastered the merchandising of it as no one else 
ever has. Kroc did not invent the hamburger stand or “fast food.” 
This book gets from concepts to practical implementation. Which 
is where you want to be. 

“Business Is Sex” is a really great conceptual way to understand 
relationships with prospects and customers, but without the 
methodology and means and resources of implementing, it’s 
empty. 

COMPLEXITY IS EMBRACED in this book, and enabled by the 
suggestions late in this book. A current pet peeve of mine is 
the childish pursuit of simplicity. Businesses build sustainable 
advantage with complexity, not with simplicity. McDonalds is 
currently suff ering in part because it is too simple a business, 
thus easily chewed at by countless copycat competitors. Disney is 
thriving because it is an incredibly complex business eco-system. 
PROCESS COMPLEXITY is an extremely valuable asset. As the 
KamaSutra greatly complicates sex but gives its master dramatic 
advantage in sustaining the interest of his lover(s), the ability to 
implement this Business Kamasutra gives sustainable competitive 
advantage to a company. 

Too many business books are nothing but fl owery words and 
foreplay, a romancing, with no consummation. 

Here, Parthiv has provided method and 
means for consummating change in your 
business.

Dan S. Kennedy
Marketing Strategies and Consultant.
Author, No B.S. book series including

No B.S. Guide to Ruthless Management of People 
and Profi ts.

www.NoBSBooks.com
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Lifecycle Marketing & 
Business Kamasutra Bundle

Please accept the 
LIFECYCLE  MARKETING 
& BUSINESS  
KAMASUTRA BUNDLE  
as my  special gift 
when you  schedule 
your free 20  minute 
consultation. 

Complete this form and drop it off  at the eLaunchers 
booth.  Visit www.businesskamasutra.com or scan the 
QR code on this page to get INSTANT access.

Name:          

E-mail:         

Mobile Phone:        

Do you have InfusionSoft?      Yes    Not Yet           
Do you have Funnel Blueprint?     Yes    Not Yet
Do you have Follow Up Machine?    Yes    Not Yet
Do you have Click Funnels?     Yes    Not Yet
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The bundle includes: 

• eLaunchers Concepts 
And Strategy Journal

• eLaunchers success 
blueprint 

• Business Kamasutra 
book or e-book

• Business Kamasutra 
Benchmark Campaign 
Blueprint

• Lifecycle Marketing 
Diagram Wall Chart

• Lifecycle Marketing 
Planner

• Lifecycle Marketing 
Workbook

• Attract More Leads 
Worksheet

• Sell More, Earn More 
Worksheet

• WOW Your Customers 
Worksheet

Lifecycle  Marketing &
Business  Kamasutra Bundle 

Testimonials
Dr. Burleson - Missouri

“eLaunchers has helped our orthodontic 
offi  ce automate the process of 
attracting new patients, following-up 
with those patients and streamlining 
our communication in order to increase 
referrals, decrease no-shows, and 
improve our bottom line.”

Dr. Moff et - Australia

“The Internal Marketing Machine is the 
complete package.  It’s done for you, plug 
and play and it’s what every dental offi  ce 
needs.”

Matt Zagula - President, 
First Financial Partners 

‘’This guy has a whole diff erent 
perspective on how to use your data.” 

Ben Glass - Attorney & Coach

‘’Leave the IMPLEMENTATION to that 
‘Indian guy who always sits in the front of 
the room’, Parthiv Shah. He is tenacious.
You be the ringleader. Let Parthiv run the 
implementation side.” 



Long Term
Nurture

Ratings &
Reviews

Refer a
FriendReferral

Appt
No Show

New LeadFree Report/
Helpful Info

New Client
Welcome

Appt
No Sale

Biggest Gift Ever!
20-60 Minute FREE private
consultation with Parthiv
pshah@elaunchers.com

301.760.3953
The FREE initial consultation is 
a power packed session helping 
you fi gure out what you can do 
want to do with technology, web, 
data or print. 

20 minutes is enough time for us 
to work on ONE problem, identify a 
solution and actually begin solving 
the problem. At the end of the 
initial consultation you would have 
fi gured out if we are meant to be 
together and if you choose to work 
with me, what are clear next steps. While we book 
the appointment for 20 minutes, I block the hour 
out, just in case you need extra time. While most 
businesses are diff erent, most problems and their 
solutions are the same or similar. We can talk about 
list research, infusionsoft, technology, web, data, 
direct marketing, tribal marketing, lead generation, 
lead conversion, customer retention, referral 
marketing or any topic of your choice.
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I am a data scientist. 
I practice Big Data 
in Small Business. 

Translation: 
I Smell & Chase Money                       

- Parthiv 

I am a data scientist

Dear Fellow Business Owner,

When I talk to a new prospect about data science, data neurology, 

data intelligence and data driven decision making; they usually don’t 

understand me. No one wants to have a small talk about big data.

What started out as a funny conversation between me and my 

Infusionsoft rep couple of years ago about how to simplify my message 

turned in to a book & an Infusionsoft campaign. In this book I am 

drawing parallels between how humans meet, date & mate and how 

companies prospect, pitch & close. The seven steps of relationship 

building described the info-graphic are identical in both types of 

relationship building. Now, you can do this without automation and do 

it well when you only have to do this one relationship at a time, but in 

business, when you have to emulate this workflow with multiple ‘dates’ 

and ‘mates’ at the same time, you need an automation system like 

Infusionsoft.

Implementation of Business Kamasutra workflow in your Infusionsoft will 

provide comprehensive, end to end functionality so your business can 

automate the journey for your prospects from ‘persuasion to pleasure’ in 

seven automated steps!

Thank you for your interest in Business Kamasutra.  To request a copy 

of my book and a free 20 minute consultation please call my office 

301.760.3953 or visit www.businesskamasutra.com.

Sincerely,

Parthiv ShahP rthi Shah

13236 Executive Park Terrace Germantown MD,  20874  | 301.760.3953 |  elaunchers.com

Concept & Strategy 
• 2 to 4 hour online consult with 

Parthiv
• Understanding Seven 

Steps of Business 
Kamasutra concept
 & Strategy

• Lifecycle Marketing Planner 
discussion

• Develop special off er and bait
• Establish tone & attitude of 

messages
• Round up 

all data
• Discussion and

preparation 
of data for 
importing 
into 
Infusionsoft  

Infusionsoft Setup
• Infusionsoft acquisition/

setup or tune up
• Implementation 

of Business 
Kamasutra 
Campaign

• Data cleansing 
& preparation

• Import all lists in Infusionsoft
• Setup Tags & Lead Score system
• 7 multi- step email sequences
• Schedule an appointment 

form
• New Lead Welcome 

sequence
• Appointment 

confi rmation email
• Appointment no sale 

sequence
• Appointment no show 

sequence

Design, Layout, & Content
• Squeeze Boxes

• Home Page
• Thank You/Download 

(2nd Squeeze)
• Final Thank You
• Request Appointment

• Digital Assets
• Free Report
• E-Mail Header for follow up 

sequences
• E-Newsletter Template
• New Prospect Welcome packet

• Call to Action - print ready reply form

Automation & Staff  Training
• Business Kamasutra Campaign Training
• Basic Infusionsoft Training
• Review of all online resources & 

training material from Infusionsoft 
University

• Up to 3 ‘Get Unstuck’ 20 minute live 
calls.

BUSINESS

KAMASUTRA

BENCHMARK

CAMPAIGN



Two Books
Website

Live Event

Home Page

Home Squeeze
(Squeeze 1)

Request information
(Contact Us Page)

Capture Lead
Deliver Free Report
Add to New Lead

Sequence

Request a meeting
(2nd Squeeze or
Request Consult

Page)

Contact Us Sequence
Notify Staff to call them

Send email to them
that 'we will call you'

Ship Shock and Awe
Notify staff to call prospect

Notify prospect that
'it's on the way'

Access to Membership SiteAccess to

PRINT-LTN

IMM New Lead
Sequence

START - LONG TERM
NURTURE

E-LTN

Book

Audio CD

Video DVD

Send Book

Call to verify
address and

schedule
initial consultation

(Kamasutra Benchmark)

Send Audio CD

Send DVD

Send Shock & Awe

Digital Shock & Awe

Pitchbook/Service Catalog

p

Send Shock & Awe

Send Digital Shock & Awe

Send Pitchbook

Membership Site

Start NPS Ask for NPS

Loop for NPS every 6 months

Business Kamasutra In

Appointment
Confirmation

Sequence
(Elaunchers Squeeze)

Connected No Appointment
Follow Up

(Elaunchers Squeeze)

Connected No Appointment
DO NOT Follow Up
Disqualified Lead

(Elaunchers Squeeze)

Left Voice mail
Follow up

(Elaunchers Squeeze)

No Answer, No Voicemail
(Elaunchers Squeeze)

)

Missed 1st Appt Sequence
From IMM

Appointment No Sale
IMM Reactivation Campaign

New Client Welcome From IMMInitial consultation
Outcome (Kamasutra Benchmark)

Scheduled Appointment

Other Tell a friend Friend: Welcome

Client: Thank-You

Promoter

Neutral

Detractor

nfusionsoft Campaign


